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Just cause 4 ps4 trophy guide

You can unlock a total of 34 trophies in ps4 just cause 4. In this Trophy Guide, we'll show you all the trophies and their quests. Below you will find all trophies, as well as tips, tactics and tips. You will definitely find everything related to trophies here! First you will find a table with a short overview. Secondly, you will find a detailed list of all
trophies, descriptions, Trophy Guides and much more! For more guides and news about Just Cause 4, please visit our overview page. Just Cause Trophies 4 Estimated Time for Platinum: — Total Trophies: 50 (1,5,8,20) Offline Trophies: — Online Trophies: — Missable Trophies: — Minimum Game Modes — Just Cause 4 Trophy Guide
Your first step to the Platinum Trophy is to complete the main story, complete as many regions, stunts, tombs, ancient statues and side missions. Next, you should unlock two Multiplayer trophies. Both are fairly simple, but it is always best to unlock multiplayer or online trophies early in the game, these are: Know My Name Don't Choke on
My Smoke Finally you have to complete all the other goals and collectibles. Most of these trophies and goals are not too hard, but they can take a long time. Rico Was HereEarn all Just Cause 4 Trophies The story of Scorpion Iillapa This trophy will be unlocked after the completion of the last mission story of Operation: Illapa. Been
Around the WorldDiscover every Location in the game There are over 150 locations in Just Cause 4 that you need to discover for this task. Not all locations are displayed on the map until you are nearby. Once you get to a new location, a quick way tag will be placed in the game. Here's a video tutorial for you. Fully stocksecure every
Supply Drop Blueprint Here StaySecure every region I like to my OpenUnlock options every Grappling Hook Mod We will put a giant weapon on ItFinish Operation Sandstinger Self-Explanatory, once you complete the Sandstinger mission, the trophy will unlock. What if I... Sink down? Complete Operation Windwalker Self-Illuminating,
once you complete the Windwalker mission, the trophy will unlock. Bring it down! Complete Operation Thunderbarge Self-Explanatory, once you complete the Thunderbarge mission, the trophy will be unlocked. The entire Army of ChaosReach Army of Chaos Level 14 Know My NameGet on the leaderboard for each Feat Last Action
HeroHelp Garland King finally complete your image Knowledge is PowerUncover Secrets Lost Tomb of Otorongo You need to find a total of 5 tombs and solve the relevant puzzles. Then the lost tomb of Otoronga will be unlocked. Here are all the grave solutions for you. His name is LuisHelp Sargento stop the invasion of black hand
reinforcements Show me wayuncover every ancient statue Everything in everything you need to find 12 ancient statues, here we will show you all the places. I feel the need to... Film Every Speed Stunt ... The harder falldestroy every Surveillance Airship Stunt DriverFilm every stunt all the right Every Wingsuit Stunt We are in
businesssecure every Factory WanderlustZásit 50% of all detectable places where we belong skin on foot at the highest point in Solis The highest point in Solis is in Qachas, you can already see the high mountains and towers from a distance. You can only go there if the lightning disappears and play quests with Shelton and Mira. Pinball
DreamsThe vehicle with pbx Auto-Slug 4 shotgun is ricochet secondary fire this weapon is unlocked by searing Riscos Altos. Once you have the area under control, you can request it at any time via air conditioning. Cow-Moo-FlageTurn 10 Black Hand to Cows using Cow Gun in one session cow gun can be found in Vaivenes, on a small
farm in front of the house. If you have a cow gun, just turn 10 soldiers into cows. Here we will show you the exact location. Game ChickenCrash into a flying plane with its own plane Actually, quite a simple task, but who still has problems rammed another plane - Here's a guide to the video for you. Rico RoughnecksRecruit Each Pilot
Higher LoveUse only Air Lifter for 15 non-consecutive minutes Unlock automatically during classic hitsUse only reel for 15 non-consecutive minutes Unlock automatically during lift it game Automatically during lift it game , meet the mysterious Javi Huerta, and visit Garla Weapon StashSecure all small arms and heavy weapons Plans
Bomb DisposalRemove all rigged vehicles from ports Solis Chaos MilestoneKrese army of chaos level by filling chaos bar Unlock automatically during Games In Just Cause 4, Squad Reserves are used to conquer new regions. Here's how to unlock multiple squad reserves: Increase the level of chaos: To do this, you must destroy red
enemy objects in bases or destroy enemy vehicles. For example, gas tanks or power generators. Objects that earn chaos are [...] Just Cause 4 has a total of 34 trophies (1 Platinum, 5 Gold, 8 Silver, 20 Bronze Total 1170 Points). Below you will find the complete list of Just Cause 4 trophies. The list was first posted by User
MyAssStretched on PSNP with images as evidence (source link), all credit to it. Just Cause 4 Trophies Rico was here To Earn Everything Just Cause 4 Trophies Scorpion Story Secure Illapa Been Around the World Discover every place in the game fully stocked Secure Every Supply Drop Blueprint We put a Giant Gun on it To Complete
Operation Sandstinger What if I... Sink down? Finish Operation Windwalker to keep it down! Complete Operation Thunderbarge Whole Army Chaos Reach Army of Chaos Level 14 Here stay safe every region Know My Name Get on the leaderboard for every performance I wanted to keep my options open Unlock every Grappling Hook
Mod Last Action Hero Help Garland finally complete her image Knowledge is Power Reveal secrets Lost Tomb of Otorongo His name is Luis Help Sargento stop the invasion of black hand reinforcements Show me the way to reveal every ancient statue I feel the need ... Film Every Speed Stunt ... The harder the fall destroy every
surveillance airship Stunt Driver Film each vehicle Stunt All the right moves Film every Wingsuit Stunt We are in Business Secure every wanderlust factory Discover 50% of all detectable locations, where I belong Stands on foot at the highest point in Solis Pinball Dreams Destroy vehicle with PBX Auto-Slug 4 shotgun is Ricochet
secondary fire Cow-Moo-Flage Turn 10 Black Hand to Cows using Cow Gun in one session Game of Chicken Crash into a flying plane with its own aircraft Rico Roughnecks Recruit each pilot higher love use only air lifter for 15 non-consecutive minutes Classic Hits Use only recow for 15 non-consecutive minutes Lift Off Use only Booster
for 15 non-consecutive minutes Don't Choke on My Smoke Beat someone's score while manually watching Feat Let me introduce myself to help Sargento with his ambush, meet the mysterious Javi Huerta , and visit Garla Weapon Stash Secure All Small Arms and Heavy Weapons Blueprints Bomb Disposal Remove all rigged vehicles
from solis chaos milestone ports to increase your army of chaos level by filling the Chaos bar looks like a fairly standard list. A bunch of story trophies and a lot of exploration and completion of centric collectibles. There are 2 online Know My Name trophies to rank on the leaderboard for each feat and Don't Choke on My Smoke for beating
someone else to score in Feat. Nothing stands out as particularly difficult, there are no trophies related to difficulties. What are your thoughts on the Just Cause 4 trophy list? Are you going to Platinum? What trophies are you most looking forward to? Just Cause 4 is released on December 04, 2018. Performances are small online
challenges that are tracked automatically every time you play a game if you are connected to the Internet. For this trophy you just need to do the minimum just to get your name on the leaderboard, so there is no need to beat someone's score, you just need to perform the desired action at least once. Most of them come naturally when
playing the game, you can check your progress at any time on the menu. If your name is written under a power number other than 0, it means you did it. So after playing for a while, be sure to keep an eye on it and perform the actions needed for those you miss. Nothing's too much of a walk anyway. Most of them are quite self-
explanatory, but I'll list those that can be tricky: Windwalker: the longest time spent in a tornado field while wingsuiting. This should be unmissable, because the story mission requires you to do it, but if not, tornadoes will randomly appear on the map or you can control after the operation windwalker, in Zona Area. Open Water: the longest
time spent piloting a sailboat over 40 knots. Sailboats don't go above 40 knots naturally, so you'll need to attach one or more grab hooks with booster mode at the back of the boat and activate just before hitting them to get to the boat. The ship can start flying in the air, but it does not matter, it should count. Gone Baby Gone: The furthest
distance traveled by an aerial enemy after being thrown harness retracting. Attach the hook to the enemy and the other side to the structure, then press the button to release the hook, and the enemy should fly on a little. This is Solis: the furthest distance traveled by an aerial enemy after winding. Use your anchor hook on the enemy and
you should eventually kick it in the air, which should count for this challenge. Blown Away: The furthest distance traveled by the enemy on one continuous fire from the wind. Wind guns can be found on silver crates in bases etc, but you can also get one of your stock drops after securing quachas. Frequent Flyer: The furthest distance
traveled by a character released from a booster. Your hook will need to be in booster mode, simply attach it to the enemy and press it to watch it fly. Free fall: the furthest autumn distance of the enemy, which was attached to the jack. Your hook will need to be in elevator mode, attach it to the enemy and press to lift the enemy. Enemy.
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